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The Public Relations Society of America and theEMPLOYEEapp® by APPrise Mobile 

recently teamed up to conduct their Second Annual Technology Trends in the 

Communications Industry survey. This year the survey sought to understand 

companies’ budget priorities, the technologies that they use the most, the varying 

degrees of effectiveness of those technologies and how things have changed since 2017.

INTRODUCTION



The survey data was collected via a SurveyMonkey 
poll largely comprised of PRSA members. 
In total, 717 communications professionals 
responded to the questionnaire. 

SURVEY METHODOLOGY
& DEMOGRAPHICS

What is your primary 
role in your current job?

How many years of experience do
you have in the communications 
and/or HR industry?

How many employees 
are in your company?
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In 2017, communications professionals surveyed suggested a continued reliance on old-school communications 

tactics as many companies were reluctant to embrace newer technologies, particularly mobile. However, in 2018, 

companies are increasing their technology investments, honing in on which solutions are most effective and 

starting to respond to the needs and requests of the younger generations — the millennials and Generation Z.

We’re seeing greater adoption of social 
and mobile media, without companies 
relinquishing established strategies and 
channels. Technology investments are 
certainly going up, and the next step will 
be for organizations to assess whether 
their ROI is growing commensurately. 

SURVEY SUMMARY

20%

36%

44%

either said their company 
is not investing more in 
technology or do not know.

said it’s about the same.

said their company is investing more in 
technology in 2018 compared to 2017.

– Anthony D’Angelo, APR, Fellow PRSA,
2018 Chair, Public Relations Society of America



Mobile

Video

Video

Analytics

The vast majority of the workforce is now comprised of younger generations like millennials 
and Generation Z who are dependent on the small screens of their mobile devices. So we 
need to think not so much about what technologies we use, but rather how we effectively use 
them to get our key messages into the hands of our targeted audiences.  

How companies are 
Investing in technology 

Respondents would like
to see more invested in 

Upgrading current systems

Upgrading current systems

– Jeff Corbin, CEO and Founder, APPrise Mobile

75%75%

51%51%

22%22%

16%16%

15%15%50%50%



AT A GLANCE:

98%
say Email.
(versus 95% in 2017)

42%

16%
say Mobile App.
(versus 8% in 2017)

65%
say Intranet.
(versus 53% in 2017)

37%
say Social Collaboration.
(versus 15% in 2017)

say SMS Text Messaging/Messaging Tools.
(versus 14% for messaging technologies in 2017)

50%
say Social Media.
(versus 26% in 2017)

*With respect to internal communications

How companies are communicating 
differently this year versus last*



Email 98%
(versus 95% in 2017)

EMAIL

NEW MESSAGE

SEND

To:

Subject:

66% of respondents
consider email 
“somewhat effective”… 

but only 11% 
consider email 
“extremely effective.”

of respondents send
companywide emails

either daily or weekly.

access email on 
their personal 
mobile devices.

15

97%97%

How companies are communicating 
differently this year versus last:

54% 54%54%



said they are able to 
access their corporate 
intranet via mobile.

said it is difficult to access 
or doesn’t work at all.

Only 17% would classify 
their intranet experience 
on mobile as “great.”

INTRANET
Intranet 65%
(versus 53% in 2017)

32% Less than half of their company 
uses the intranet on a weekly basis.

33%33%

71%71%
ACCESS

CORPORATE 
INTRANET

How companies are communicating 
differently this year versus last:

25% More than half of their company 
uses the intranet on a weekly basis.



MOBILE
Mobile App 16%
(versus 8% in 2017)

How companies are communicating 
differently this year versus last:

say their company has an app specifically 
to communicate with employees.

consider their employee 
app to be effective.

have a BYOD policy 
at their company.

want their company to spend 
more on mobile.46%46%

66%66%

16%16%

44%44%



Two most popular social 
collaboration platforms:

49%
(64% in 2017)

21%
(50% in 2017)

SOCIAL COLLABORATION 
TECHNOLOGIES Social Collaboration 37%

(versus 15% in 2017)

of employees utilize the social 
collaboration tools offered to them 
on either a daily or weekly basis.

say they 
consider the 
collaboration channels 
offered by their company
to be effective. 

say they are 
“great”on 
mobile devices.59%59%

78%78%

47%47%

How companies are communicating 
differently this year versus last:

1

2



said they do not 
consider social 
media effective.

said they consider 
social media
effective for internal 
communications.

Communicators responded with the 
social media channels that their company 
uses for internal communications:

58%

42%

Social Media 50%
(versus 26% in 2017)

SOCIAL MEDIA

Facebook
(44% in 2017)

Twitter
(11% in 2017)

LinkedIn
(11% in 2017)

Other
(0% in 2017)

10%
 Google+
 (0% in 2017)

How companies are communicating 
differently this year versus last:

93%

74%

60%

20%



MESSAGING 
TECHNOLOGIES SMS Text Messaging/

Messaging Tools  42%
(versus 14% in 2017)

SKYPE 
is now the most used 

messaging tool at 30%.

SLACK
The most used messaging 

tool last year at  41% 

dropped down to 14% 

in 2018.

How companies are communicating 
differently this year versus last:

56%56%
use messaging apps.

38%38%
report that the same tools 
are made available across 
the entire company.

69%69%
consider their messaging 
tools to be effective.



Public Relations Society of America

PRSA is the nation’s largest professional organization serving the communications 
community. The organization’s mission is to make communications professionals smarter, 
better prepared and more connected through all stages of their career. PRSA achieves this 
by offering its members thought leadership and innovative lifelong learning opportunities 
to help them develop new skills, enhance their credibility and connect with a strong net-
work of professionals. The organization sets the standards of professional excellence and 
ethical conduct for the public relations industry. PRSA collectively represents more than 
30,000 members comprised of communications professionals spanning every industry 
sector nationwide and college and university students who encompass the Public Relations 
Student Society of America (PRSSA).

theEMPLOYEEapp® by APPrise Mobile

theEMPLOYEEapp® by APPrise Mobile is an internal communications and employee 
engagement mobile solution that allows any organization to have its own native app on 
Apple and Android mobile devices (as well as a web app for any other device that has a web 
browser). It securely integrates with a company’s employee database and allows for the 
instantaneous push of messages and distribution of content (documents, multimedia, web 
links, calendar appointments and live events) directly to an employee’s mobile device. For 
more information, visit www.theEMPLOYEEapp.com. To learn more about other mobile 
communications products by APPrise Mobile, visit www.APPrise-mobile.com.
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